Winter School of Truth 2020
Group Guide
Opening Word –
Two Generations Working Together
to Bring in a New Age

Burden: The burden of the first group time is to establish a warm atmosphere so that
everyone may open up to one another and to the Lord and be encouraged to pursue the Lord
in a definite way for the week.
Time: Begin with some introductions so that everyone can begin to feel comfortable with
one another. Questions can be helpful to open the fellowship. One possible question may be
to ask some what they would like to get out of the week of the Winter School. Continue your
fellowship with any overflow from the sharing and use the points below to open up
fellowship. Conclude your time with some consecration to the Lord for the Winter School of
Truth.
Points for serving ones to consider
The below points are suggestions that may be useful for the servings ones to prepare for the
group time. These points are suggestions to help bring out fellowship concerning the burden
of the message. You will not have time to cover them all.
1. For parents and serving ones: consider if you can give a testimony about something
your parents told you that was very important to them, which you have remembered
and kept with you to this day.
2. Ask the young people if they can tell the story of the Angel Gabriel appearing to
Zachariah and ask them what John did that was like Elijah? Luke 1:13-20.
3. Ask the young people to consider how David and Solomon worked together to bring in
a new age in 1 Chronicles 28:6,9?
4. In 1 Sam 1:11 Hannah prayed a prayer, how did Samuel respond to that prayer?
Helpful Videos:
Asking Questions: https://truthschool.eu/parents-serving-ones/
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